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FUELSP_PARATIONDEPAR_mI_
MONTHLY SUPI_RY REPORT

FOR NOVEMB_ER, 1959

PRODUCTION

Finished production for November was 613.4 tons, 108% of forecast.

At month end there were 917 tons of bare uranium cores in storage compared
O

_o _:_35tons at the. end of October. Reactor charges in November were 50 tons

less than fuels production which increased the finished inventory to 743 tons.

___.etenth canning line was added on November 2, 1959.

ENGIN!IER!NG

__ One natural a_'_done I & E enriched fuel element failed in the reactors during
Novembe.ro _is is the lowest number recorded for any single month since

converslon to I & E loadings.

" An analysis of irradiation test data indicates that I & E core warp in excess
of 30 mils may be virtually eliminated through conversion to chloride blank

heat treating°

Improved plate adherence in nickel plated aluminum samples has been achieved

by pre plate etching and 300 C heat treatment of the plated pieces. A total
of five. weeks corrosion testing in 300 C de-mineralized water indicates a very

great improvemenr, in corrosion performance over nickel plated samples not

feces_ring the above treatment. Exploratory tests for the second phase of the

program showed large potential advantages in the nickel plating of all aluminum

component surfaces prior to canning. Indications are that good bonding may be
obtained az_d that _ISi penetration may be eliminated by this technique. The

neces_ar_ change_ in the dip canning cycle would be minor in nature.

NPR fuel element development continued on an accelerated schedule, with

offsite extrusions at Bridgeport Brass and Nuclear Metals to provide a number
of KER inner and outer tubes. _ne first attempts to beta heat treat B foot

long pieces on a vertical scanner by induction methods was c_rried out at the
Ma_etherm_ic Corporation. _ese tests showed a number of changes in methods

and equipment were desirable. These have now been mshe and a second test will
be initiated December 9.

1 Specimens of outer and inner NPR _ubes were welded using argon shielded heliarc

methods to provide imbonded clost_res. No white corrosion product was evident
after 72 hour autoclave tests. This welding technique is simple and fast and
would be very adaptable for production line operations.

!
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The extrusion press base plate, the tie rods and the platen were shipped during
November. The remainder will be shipped early in December. All other design,

project and constz_ction activity is on, or ahead of, schedule.

" GENF_RAL

Manufacturing yield for 8" I & E fuel elements was 86.7% compared to 87.6_ for
October. The 8" solid fuel element yield increased from 84.9% for 0ct_ber to

91° 5% for November.

Fouz autoclave failures occurred this month.

The November operating efficiency was 90.2% compared to 94.5% in October.

PERSONNEL STATISTICS

Number of employees October 31, 1959 743

Number of employees November 30, 1959 742

E_ Nonexempt Total

General i 1 2

Manufacturing 53 292 345
Engineering 49 29 78
Financ ial ll 6 17

Plant Facilities 35 255 290

Relations Practices 5 5 l0

TOTAL 154 588 742

STAFF

General Manager, Fuels Preparation Department L.L. Germs1

Manager, Manufacturing Operation W.M. Mathis
Manager, Engineering Operation J.W. Talbott

Manager_ Financial Operation W.S. Roe
Manager, Plant Facilities Operation E. Hilgeman

M_nage.r, Relations Practices Operation R.W. McCullugh

DECLASSIFIED
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PATENT SUMMARY - NOVEMBER,_ 1959

• All persons engaged in work that might reasonably be expected to result in

inventions or discoveries advise that, to the best of their knowledge and
belief, no inventions or discoveries were made in the course of their work

during November, 1959. Such persons further advise that, for the period

therein covered by this report, notebook records, if any, kept in the
course of their work have been examined for possible inventions or dis-
coveries.

'!! General Manager

_'1 Faels Preparation Department

_i WM Mathl s/g_l

b
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MANUFACTURING SECTION

November, 1959

'CURRENT OPERATIONS

Production studProductivity

Statistics

NORMAL ENRICHED
8" I & E 6_ _'i I & E 6" 0

8" Rev. Water Water

Solid C K K 0 Mix C K 0 Mix Total

C_trrent Month's Production

Acceptable Fuel Ele-
ments Produced (Tons) 117.8 41.5 0 160.6 227.8 2.4 0 43.6 19.7 0 613.4

As %.of Forecast
Production i47 90 O" 75 130 - 0 168 219 0 108

A_ % of Past 3 Month's

Average Production 168 73 0 150 II0 240 0 150 131 0 108

A_ % of Past 12 Month's
Average Production 231 99 0 236 109 80 0 229 131 0 ll9

% of Forecast Achieved
Last Fiscal Qus_rter 100 i19 108 88 89 - 9_ 97 84 0 96

of Forecast Achieved
Last 4 Fiscal Qtr_. ].15 106 103 79 104 143 98 lO1 93 O lO1

Operating Efficienc 2

Current Month (%) 90.2

Forecast (%) 93.0
Previous Month (%) 94.5

M_ufactt_ring Yield

C_rent Month (_) 92 87 - 87 86 88 0 90 89 -
Forecast (%) 83 83 - 83 83 70 83 83 83 70
Previou_ Month (%) 85 92 - 87 87 78 89 88 86 70

Bare Ursmitun Available

for m Processing (Tons) 86 64 - 320 307 7 12 63 24 34 917
Finished Products in

Storage (Tons) 103 100 - 219 Pl8 4 19 47 31 2 743

Special Products Finished (Pieces) Poison
Ursmit_ Utilization 96.5

, B-1



ACTIVITIES

' Production

Finished production for November was 613.4 tons, 108 percent of forecast,

" primarily due to higher than forecast _manufacturing yields and to a reduction
of work-in-process. On November 2 production throughput was increased by the

addition of the tenth canning line. Each working day throughout the month

ten canning lines were operated for a total of 190 canning line shifts.

The initial canning run of 1700 CIVN fuel elements was completed on schedule

in the 306 Pilot Plant. No si_ifice_t difficulties were reported from this

r_m w_Lich was made for purposes of piloting the new CIVN production model.
Aluminum supports will be welded to the acceptable pieces and this material

will provide the initial charges in "C" reactor. Regular production of the

model _ill begin in late December or early January.

Yield Control

The yield for 8" I & E fuel elements was 86.7 percent compared to 87.6 percent

for October. Only minor increases _d decreases from the previous month's

experiences were noted in the indlvidnal reject rates. All variants were
within limits normally encountered.

Significant improvements in the component preparation and assembly techniques
primarily increased the 8" solid fuel element yield to a record of 91.5 percent

compared to 84.9 percent for October.

Early in the month an incident occurred in which a number of I & E fuel

elements having thin caps were not detected tmtil autoclaving. The incident

resulted from co&let slippage problems on the Acme Gridley lathes. This

slippage was erratic, causing intermittent thin caps. Because of the nature

of the malfunction and the low frequency of defective pieces produced, the
condition went undetected until a thin cap caused an autoclave failure.

Three autoclave failures resulted from this incident and about fifty additional

thin caps were detected in the five lots (approximately 20,000 pieces) affected.
As a result of the incident a new and very effective secondary control was

developed for the detection of thin caps. The radiograph picture of the cap

_eld can be used for detection of thin caps since picture width is a direct

function of cap thickness. This secondary control is now in effect. In
addition, the full time use of automatic length gatEing equipment on the

lathes (installation to be completed early next year) should preclude such
incidents.

Four autoclave failures have occurred this month, in contrast to none in

October. Three of these were a direct result of the thin cap incident. The

fourth resulted when water entered the piece throug_h a defective weld bead

and reached uranium via a braze layer void.
;
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Extremely large grains were detected in the tube walls of I & E components

from Bridgeport Brass° The components had been shipped to the _nufacturing
Section preparatory to the reactor evaluation phase of this vendor's evaluation

program. No evidence of exaggerated gTowth in any X8001 alloy has ever been
observed at HAPO before, although it is well kno_<n that the condition can exist

" in C-64 alloy if blank-annealing conditions are not controlled properly. Since
this is the first condition of this kind seen here, no positive information re-

garding _orrosion behavior is available. However, because of the possibility
of intergranular corrosion these components have been classed as unacceptable

az_d Bridgeport has commenced a re-evaluation of their blsmk-annealing techniques.
The incident "_ill delay the reactor loading of this vendor's material an esti-

mated two months while suitable replacement compone_ts are being fabricated.

Ultrasonic testing of uranium cores in the 313 Building indicated unusual

grain size in some of the cores heat treated at Mallinckrodt. Samples of

this material were examined in the laboratory for macro-etch grain size. The

initial approach in the laboratory was to exs__ine tra_Isverse sections. Nothing
unusual was observed. Then the entire core was etched and a _ide graduation
of grain size from one end of the core to the other was revealed. Grain sizes

as large as about lo0 millimeter were fotmd as compared to the normal grain
size of about 0.35 millimeter° Apparently a buildup of sludge in the Mallinckrodt

heat treating furnaces caused _ueven heating of the cores, and subsequent
differential grain growth on the cores from end to end. All cores exhibiting
these unusu_,l characteristics were rejected.

Historically, about two to t_mee percent of the assembled fuel elements have

been rejected due to impurities found in the weld bead. These impurities, gray

or black particles ranging in size from about 0.002 to 0.035 inch in diameter,
may cause accelerated corrosion and sometimes mask pinholes or voids. The BLC

program was initiated to determine the composition and source of these impurities

and to eliminate the source or remove the impurities prior to being formed in the
weld bead.

One h_dred and five samples containing weld bead contamination, collected over

a tl_ee month period of time, were analyzed using the mlcro-spark spectrometer.
Forty of the 105 samples contained clean walled voids, marred st_faces and

aluminum oxide° In the remaining 65 samples, magnesium, silicon, calcium, and
iron were the most frequent contaminants, with lesser occurrence of lead, carbon,
titanium, and tungsten.

Suspected sources of these impurities have been analyzed. ._e impurity patterns

have been found in transite and in the rust inhibiting film which is placed on
the sleeves during cleaning. Because the sleeve film is the potential source
of many more impurities than transite, work is in progress to determine and

eliminate the source of impurities within the sleeve cleaning macl_ines.

. AISi melt rejects are caused by small particles of AiSi in the bottoms of
sleeves. These particles fuse into the aluminum can base of solid f_el elements

during the canning operation. The AlSi melt reject rate has been excessively
. high in recent run_. of solid production, so the following meastu-es were instituted

to reduce this kind of defect.

..
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i) Handling techniques _d dryer operating controls were adopted to
minimize the transfer of AISi chips into the sleeves.

2) Caustic temperature and concentration were optimized in the sleeve
cleaning machines.

3) Detailed records of the components preparation rejects were circulated

to production personnel 'to provide ccntinuous monitoring of the problem.

As a result of the program, the AiSi melt problem was overcome and the component
preparation reject rate for solid material returned to normal levels.

Other Activities

The following pieces were processed through the Fuel Recovery- Operation.

.8" Solid 937

8" I & E 30_129
6" Water' Mix ll0

Total. 31_176

PLANT CONDITIONS_ INCIDENTS AND IMPROVEMENTS

General

The M_uufacturing Plant entered a new phase in production activities with the
addition of the tenth canning line on November 2. Prior to this time the

canning operation was the limiting factor so far as production was concemled,
due to the fixed process cycle. The finishing equipment had excess through-

put capacity and kept up with canning with a minimum of difficulty. Addition

of the tenth canning line has caused finishing equipment to approach capacity
throughput.

Now the Plant has a fully integrated production line. Equipment failures or

inefficiencies in the finishing area are affecting the time operated efficiency

because the canning lines must shut down when large work back lngs develop in
the finishing area° This near-capacity operating condition plus welding and

component cleaning process difficulties dropped the November operating efficiency
to 90°2 percent compared to 94.5 percent for the previous month. About four-

fifths of canning line downtime was due to ope.rating problems. The balance

was charged to equipment, experimental programs, and production tests.

Bare uranit_n supplies were adequate for all models as a result of above fore-

cas_ receipts from NL0 in October. Bare inventories were equivalent to I..1
months supply at month end.

Reactor charges in November were fifty tons less then fuels production which

increased the finished inventory to 743 tons. This inventory figure, however,

is seventy tons below forecast and reflects higher than forecast reactor usage

for the past two months. Indications are that reactor needs may be less than
forecast in December which should compensate for the additional demands in

the past two months. In any event it is planned to take full advantage of

' favorable manufacturing yields and resultant production output to increase
the finished inventory level.

_'_ *' 'III ' ',rl II_ ' 'II111nli" ,qf,, ,,,,_,'ai,,,,ll
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3O6 Pilot Plant

' A total of five development tests were conducted in the Pilot Plant. Among

these were preliminary canning of new CIVN size fuel elements and spot welding
of self-support brackets to them, evaluation of using a dingot addition in

" cores, and measurement of the effectiveness of pulse vibration on spires before

the assembly operation. Several days were utilized in finishing and testing
3000 pieces previously canned on the long pre-heat cycle test.

A new degreasing unit was moved into the 306 AiSi Pilot Plant component pre-
paration area and installation started on 11-4-59. This is a Blakeslee solvent

vapor degreaser equipped with compartments for hot and cold submerging as well

as vapor cleaning of aluminum components. Ultrasonic cleaning is one of the

features of the equipment which can be used with either trichlorethylene or
perchlorethylene solutions. The latter will be used for initial testing of

the equipment because of safety advantages.

305_ Test Reactor

Routine production testing continued to remain in a relatively current status

with a backlog of approximately tl_ree reactor days. About 20 percent of the

reactor time was utilized for special tests including three separate 2 hour,

600 waT._tirradiations for IPD, dih measurements of twelve pairs of solid cores
for Process Engineering, and measured reactor periods for sub-crltlc_& monitor
c_libration by' IPD personnel.

Two Step Quench Cycle

On November 12_ 1959 all work was completed on modifying all six quench
machines to the two step quench cycle.

OPERATING PLANS

Kori zonta_lAgitation

The data from munber one canning line, equipped with horizontal agitator in

the duplex bath, have been compared _[th that from other lines canning the same

type of material for the same period of t.ime. Results over tkree months opera-
tion confirm the findings of the two original test runs and indicate that

horizontal agitation produced fuel elements with impro-ed compound layers, with
no reduction in yield° Horizontal agitation will be added to all canning lines

early next year.

Ratio Delay Studi

Plans are being fo1_nulated for initiation of a ratio delay study in the finSsh-
ing area° The purposes of this study are two fold. First, the '%ottlenecks"

in the flow of material through the finishing area can be pin-pointed and cor-

rected o Second, a basis for measuring increases and decreases in productivity
. will be established. Information developed through this study will assist the

maintenance group in scheduling preventive maintenance programs. Supervision will

be able to use information provided in the study for improved utilization of man-

power and equipment.

gECLASStFtE
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EMPLOYEE RELATIONS

Safety Performance

Members of the Manufacturing Section were treated for 26 medic,_l treatment

injuries_ a frequency rate of 4.74.

Radiation Control

During the four week period ending October 14, Manufacturing personnel re.-

ceived a total of 6029 mrads, compared to 2939 mrads the month previous.

TWo individual exposures greater than 300 mrads were reported_ Higher pro-

duction lavels_ together with new and inexperienced operating personnel_
contributed to the increase.

Security Violations

None

Re_orts of Invention

All persons engaged in work that might reasonably be expected to result in

inventions or discoveries advise that_ to the best of their knowledge and

belief_ no inventions or discoveries were made in the course of their work

during November.

Mm_ager - Manufacturing

WM Mathi s :RIB: gl
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ENGINEERING OPERATION

November,_l__0

TiS_TOR S

" _;_--__A _ Contact Dat___e Reason

• __"::_ <,, SRP D.C.Woriton Ii/!i Discuss non-
destructive testing

...... _ _/_ D!scuss "Jl_ra-
,L....,. _.., D,C,Worlton -_, _

_.or..ic_ a_.:d Ei.lty
Currents

- ?L<!i 5

"',"'_,__'_,_"_v Vi sited

D O_[_.'.,._%_rSoc. for Noo.des, Tes'tlng_ i0/30- Attend, Comvenmion
l-V6_,:icago

_' Ar_onne Nat. Lab,, Lemont,, W.McGonnagle " Discuss nonaestruc_ive
_'il, testing

E.Sog._.IL _'mc¢; Drainage & Metals G.Ward ll/2 Inspec_ partitions
_ _ Inc Portland

._. J F,Eent 11/13 Shipping of ext_slonAo;.'_Kar_._._ l,oewy Hydropress
N, Y_ press

W ' _"_ . ',, .... -_._I?",n Argonr.,eNat, Lab C H,Bean 11/17- Ur-Zr processing
" F__PL J.M .Mylrole 11/18 " "

" "" _. Plastics Corp., M'. Nicol!e 11/,19 " "
hu_.,eam Metals H Sawyer 11/23

:,?,.;"acky Heath Pla%ing, Inc., Seat. F.Bradford !i/22- Discuss specs for
11/25 nickel plat in_

.lr-do Plating, Inc., Seat. R.Olson " " "

.... [.:i...n Carbide Corp ,Seat.. j.C.Bell 10/3].- Discuss widg. equip._._RoRat. _.-", 1-" ,-

'_ Bc:eir.,g_Seattle R. Taylor 11/2 " "

.- 10/31- A_ tend Soc. meeting_,.T_S_r_nger ;_ Nucl. Soc.

Wash,., D.C. 11/13

" GE Lab., Schen. ' ,," Discuss,,fuel, tech.
g " d'._.PoP,t _. Wilmington

" _'_ul-onind., Metuchen, N.J. Discuss ,._itrasonlc

'i _ 'tl _k |t

----_ '" A_roprcjects_ W.Chester, Pa.
_ Discuss heat treating

, Bos'_or.#.._,ass,.

.-_
,!l

'l
ii
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TRIPS, Contd.
0

Nam____e Company Vi sited Contact Dat____e Reason

• L.A. Conner Harms Tool Co., W.Harms 11/22- Inspect equipment

Bellevue, Wash. 11/23

A.EoGuay Ajax Magnethermic E.L.Keller ll/1- Observe induction
ll/ll heating of tubular

fuel elemant s

S.M.Gill Bridgeport Brass H.J.Schaffer ll/7- uoserve zirc. & ur.

ll/9 extrusions and discuss
scheduling

" " Baldwin-Lima-Hamilton H.Matre ll/lO See extrusion press

Corp._ Hamilton, Ohio

' Ajax Magnethermic Co_. E.L.Keller 11/8 Discuss heat treating

T._.Correy Metallurgical Prod. Dept. R.J.Stuligross ll/ll- Observe powder metal

ll/19 NPR tube closure

" B. Brass Co., Adrian D.R.Jefferson ll/16 Use BBCo metallogra-

phic facilities.

" A.O. Smith Co P.Rsmeey _i/20 Deelgn of wldg. equip.

C.H.Shaw B. Brass Co., A_lam D.R.Jefferson ll/19- Perform coextrusion

J*.W°Nickolaus 11/20 wor_.

" Nuclear Metals, Inc., H.F.Sawyer 11/23- " "

II/24

PERSONNEL

No chauges

INVENTIONS

;d.1 _glneering Operation personnel engaged in 'work that might reasonably be ex-
_, _ _-peered to .L=_U.L_in inventions or discoveries advised that to the best of their

knowledge and belief no inventions or &Iscoveries were made in the co_rse of their

work during November, 1959 except as listed below. Such persons farther advise

that for the period therein covered by this report_ notebook records, if any I in the
course of their work have been examined for possible inventions or discoveries.

. None

,Ij lr I,,_ ,, ,,,,rlr ',,up,,i,111 .... ,..... iii qq IIq1"_l_''III ...... r"""nll!m'"' "_;Iff'[If'_"_[!..... _I'" _e.....' I¢I'FI'"' fIITII
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PROCESS ENGINEERING

Regular Production Rupture Experience

' One natural uranium I ._E fuel element and one enriched I & E fuel element failed

in the reactors during November. A summary of these ruptures is as follows:

Exposure Rupture Jacket

Fuel %_ype Reactor _ Classification Alloy

I & E Natural H 660 Side Other X-8001

I & E Enriched DR 237 Charging Damage C-64

%_ne number of ruptures sustained during this period is the lowest recorded for any
single month since conversion to I & E loadings.

Production Tests

An analysis of prelimina_ V irradiation test data, comparing the dimensional stability

of chloride blank heat treated versus carbonate rod heat treated I & E fuel cores,
indicates warp in excess of 30 mils may be virtually eliminated through the conver-

sion to chloride blank heat treating. These data will be further confirmea by the

Quality Certification program, under which about 57 monitor charges are currently

being irradiated, and 19 charges have been discharged for examination in C Basin.

Two columns of CIVN I & E self-supported fuel elements have been prepared for pre-
liminary evaluation under the large scale C Reactor demonstration loading of self-

supported fuel elements in ribless zircalloy tubes.

: A _econd attempt to can I & E alloyed dingot and ingot cores in the pilot plant for

production test monitor columns has resulted in inferior fuel element quality
because of excessive braze porosity, The influence of uranium hydrogen content and

process conditions on this problem are being further investigated.

Uranium Technology

Alloyed Dingot

A second group of alloyed dingot and ingot cores were canned in the pilot plant
for monitor charges in the dingot production test. Results were similar to the

initial group canned last month in that high external bond reject rates were

experienced in both ingot and dingot material. No definite explanation has been

found to date for this high reject rate. The remainder of alloyed dingo,

uranium has been tested in the Ultrasonic Attenuation Tester for grain size andwill be cs_ned the 2Sth of November in the 313 Building, Results from the

i _ grain size tester were that four percent of the material had an average grain
size larger than .045 mm.

" maiDDEC SSiFIE
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MCW Solid Uranium Cores
0

Initial lots of solid uranit_m cores which have been heat treated and machined

ai Mallinckrodt were canned this past. month. Overall yields for this material

were 85 percent. In the heat treating, MOW has produced cores with large and

small grains on opposite ends. Several of these reject cores have been shipped
to HAPO tc be tes-ted by the Ultrasonic Attenuation Tester. With the original

circuit of the tester this difference in graio size could only be detected by

observing the variation in voltage pattera traced on an oscilloscope. The

resulhs of 'these.observations 'were checked in the lab by _.t.chingthe cores and
,-_bservingthe difference in grain size. To _esz this mate.rial on a pzoduction

bae is_ Testing Methods has designed another circuit which will detect this
diff_erence in grain size in cores. A limited amount of material will be tested

this coming mcnth to determine the feasibility of the circuit.

V,itr_on.ic A'ttentuation Tester

Activities the past month have included testing alloyed dingot, MCW heat

treated sclids_ and sonotest rejects. In addition, fifteen cores of varying

vc].tage values have been selected for' shipment to MCW to prcvide material which
can be used tc correlate grain size and attenuation values. A similar calibra-

tion test is under_,_Tayat HAPO with sample pieces presently being analyzed in
the lab for grain size according to ASTM standards.

In the past month approximately 65 tons of sonotest reject cores have accumu-

lated. A limited number of these cores were tested by UAT and it was found, that

80 to 90 percent were acceptable, indicating that these cores were rejected when

the sonctest was malfunctioning. Because of the high yield all of this material

is being te_t,ed by DAT with the yields to date on 6,000 pieces tested being
approxlmately 60 percent.

Process Development

Y_arther test data revealed that an increased nickel content in the canning furnaces

adversely affects fuel element weld closure integrity in addition to effecting a
ger_era'_increase in canning bath impurities, a build-up of sludge in furnace chaanels

and a slight reduction in reactivity. Results thus far do not justify increasing

the maximum specified nickel.,content (0.5 percent) of the Ai-Si used in canning. In

a con_rc]ied test> the use of X-800]. F alloy scrap resulted in significantly higher

weld re_iects and a lower quality of weld as measured by the extent of silicon mixing,
radiograph inclusions, and weld corrosion.

._o hundred and fifty (250) CIVN self-supported fuel elements were produced by elec-

trical resistance spot 'welding. All IPD reactor commitments have been met.

Considerable operating difficulties have been encotu_tered with the electrical resis-
tance spot welder. Foreign material in the air and water supply was the cause of

inconsistent welds. Nineteen (19) special CIVN self-supported thermocouple elements
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were produced together with twenty (20) self-supported downstream dummy patterns
per each charge of CIVN fuel elements. A program has been established with IPD

• for'the preliminary evaluation of end-spider self-supported I &_ T_el elements in

which the supports are in the form o_ _ spiaer which slips over the ends of the

piece and is then welded. Included in this program will be load and shear tests

• of the support design, a hydraulic test in the flow laboratory, and an irradiation
test consist ing of ten columns in the B Reactor ribless tube facility. HLO com-

pleted fabrication of nine charges of 0IIN ultrasonic welded self-supported
element s.

Prc cess Te chnclogy

Testing of the I & E fuel elements, canned in the pilot plant to further demonstrate

the advantages cf an optimized long can-sleeve preheat cycle, was completed. Major

reductions in overall braze porosity were confirmed_ however, a mi_nor incidence of

non-wetting (1 percent) %_s evident. Transition of the long preheat cycle to the

produ-tion canning lines will be resumed early next month, duplicating pilot plant
canning conditions insofar as feasible.

Work has been initiated using the Instron tensile testing machine to develop stud

puiling and "peel" techniques_ which may be applicable for measuring bond strength
under the Quality Certification Progrm_. Minor revisions of the fuel element

holder are being made to facilitate "peel" tests.

Proposals for development and fabrication of a prototype ultrasonic welder a_d

associated handling equipment have been received and reviewed. Process Engineering

has decided to undertake the design and development of the fixtures and handling

equipment.

Fabrication, assembly, and piping of a new bond and penetration tester for the

pilot plant is complete and will be delivered to 306 November 25 for installation

and testing.

Fabrication cf a prototype, newly designed, canning jack to replace the existing
jack_ was completed. Operation was highly satisfactory; however, it has not yet

b-en fitted with a canning basket. Various designs which are adaptable to (1)

single or double-jack canning, and/or (2) fabrication from super-strength refrac-

tcries or othe__ materials resistant to attack by molten Al-Si are being considered.

Modifications to the exhaust system and installation of a new fan on the Number 1

sleeve machZne ar_ complete and it is expected to be in operation November 25.

Considerable pre-fabricatlon has been accomplished for the Number 2 machine.

Nickel-Plated Fuel Elements

Experiments on the electrclytic-hydrogen test for nickel plate adherence were de-

' signed _o _etermine the effect of pre-plating etching of the aluminum. Some beneficial

effect from deep etching in caustic is indicated_ however, results are not as yet con-

clusive o Primarily, difficulty was experienced in achieving a degree of test severity
o
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that would discriminate. In addition, it was observed that the normal practice

of cleaning the samples in a 50-60 ° C commercial deoxidizing solution significantly
reduced the extent of blistering. The combined alterations in the sample cleaning

and testing procedures invalidate comparisr.n of a significant number of samples.

Results of this month's testing do substantiate earlier data in that the adherence

of plating was vastly improved by baking at 300 ° C for three hours, providin_ the

plate has satisfactory adherence in the as-plated condition. Typically, unbaked
samples did not blister after sixteen hours. Tests to determine the effect of

e'tchi_g the aluminum prior to plating will be continued. The effect of the cleaning
solution ' "-,i.. reducing blistering will also be further explored_ as a possible bene-
ficial treatment.

_ .The effect of ,aking on the integrity of the AI-Si uranium bond was further assessed,

using the standard production ultrasonic testers, total count, to estimate changes
in total unbonded area., and metallographic study of the uranium - AI-Si braze layer.

Evaluation of da_a is incomplete at present, lt appears, however, that baking at

times and temperatures which significantly improve nickel-alumln_n adherence, have

little effect on bond integrity, providing good bonding is achieved in canning.

Comparing fuel elements baked for six hours @ 300 ° C and controls (no bake) total
count dees net change. The standard production-bond testcr rejected three out of

twelve baked pieces; however, these appeared to be marginal initially, as indicated

by high total cc'__ts_

Metallographic examination revealed that additional UAl_ compound formed during

baking at 300° C and 350o C for three hours, 400 ° C at -_/2hour, and increased with

time at these temperatures. Since UA13 is one of the more ductile compounds formed
during canning., i_s formation may toughen the overall bond, but reduce the tensile
strength° No additional diffusion of uranium into the Al-Si layer was apparent.

Corrosion testing was resumed in single-pass process water flow tubes at tempera-

tures of 80° C, 120 ° C, 165 o C to determine the behavior of nickel-plated fuel elements
baked for three hours @ 300° C. These fuel elements are from the same lots as may

be irradiation tested in the IPD-Mechanical Development poison-column displacement
test o

A total of five weeks corrosion testing in 300 ° C demineralized water flow tubes

failed to reproduce the catastrophic corrosion of nickel-plated X-8001 aluminum

which was observed in August_ after only four weeks of testing.

,.,.. A second phase in the potentially advantageous use of nickel plating employs

aluminon components which are nickel plated on all surfaces prior to canning. This

provides a double layer of nickel for corrosion protection, and in addition, the _il-
Si contacting nickel layer may completely eliminate Al-Si penetration of the can

wall. Exploratory tests carried out during the past two months indicate the feasi-
._.bility of satis_a_torlly bonding chemically-deposited nickel and Al-Si, and of using

nickel-pia_ed components in the dip-canning cycle with minor modifications.
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. Al-Si Pilot Plant Activities

About 3860 uranium cores were canned in the Al-Si Pilot Plant for process develop-

ment purposes. The major items of process development were:

i. Evaluation o±"mechanical pulse vibration of the spires during preheat on spire

wetting, bubble removal under the wafer, and internal penetrations. Results to
date are not complete.

2. Ei fect of vapor blasting spires on Al-Si wettability. Results to date are not

complete.

3. Determining the effect of three different spire insertion techniques on porosity
and Al-Si penetrations. Results are being evaluated.

4. Normal canning of fuel elements to:

a. Provide fuel elements for initial evaluation of CIVN self.-support design

for 1_2-IP-272 and to provide pieces for Acme lathe machining demonstrations.

b. Provide fuel elements for dingot additive PT-IP-280.

c. Provide samples of various types of braze layers for thermal conductivity
studies.

d° Demonstrate canning of the Tru-line core design.

e. Evaluate the effect of varying amounts of residual compound layer on

recovered cores on Al-Si penetrations.

f. Compare striation rate in cores before canning and after recovery.

• DECLASSiFiED
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IIATERIALS ENGINEERING
-- _ : , ..,,, • ..... .

NPR Fuel Element Development

U ran !urn Billets

The four dingots gamma extruded and pierced at Mallinckrodt on October 9

were re-extruded in the alpha phase at Adrian, Michigan on November 7, 1959.

In all, there were eighteen billets, eight with a 2-5/g-in. hole which were
re-extruded for I_ER outer tube billets, and ten with a I-7/16-in° hole

which were re-extruded for stock for the KER inner tube billet. Ali pieces

e_.'truded satisfactorily and it appeared with a rather good yield.

The ItER inner tube billet stock, extruded size 3.9-in. by 0.9-in. was sawed

to desired billet lengths, and has since been received at HAPO where machin-

ing and heat treating will be accomplished. .The eight outer tube billets

are heinz heat treated and machined at NLO. Infomnation from NLO indicates

they have had a few spots of failure to clean up on the II) and a few seams

on the OD which also failed to clean up. l_evertheless, a very good yield

in terms of billet footage is indicated.

The above billets are to be extruded into ItER inner and outer stock during

December 1959o

Zircaloy Component s

One 7-i/2-in. forged zircaloy ingot is currently being donverted at Bridgeport

Brass, Adrian, Michigan to (I)°2.268-in. OD by 1.588-in. ID tubing, KER outer

tube inner cladding, and (2) 2.750-in. by 1.970-in. tubing, NPR outer tube

inner cladding for the 7-I/2-in. billet.

It appears that procurement of a 16-in. ingot o_ zircaloy to make 7-1/2-in.

zircaloy tubing for the NPR outer tube outer cladding cannot be accomplished

in time to have material by January 1960. Action has therefore been taken

to convert one irmnediately available 12-in. ingot to the 7-I/2-in. size.

Coextrusion Billet Assembly

A total of seventeen billets (5 KER-OT and 12 KER-IT) were assembled for

extrusion in November. The billets were assembled as in the past, except

the outgassing vacuum system was used for billet evacuation. Use of this

system, which will evacuate three billets simultaneously, reduced the time

i required for assembly by approximately one-half.

!
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Coextrusion Runs

, On 8-20-59, five ICER outer tubes were extruded at Adrian. These extrusions

were the first of this particular size that have been made from HAPO design

billets. Preliminary examination of end samples show that the zircaloy

, surfaces, both OD and _ID, are much smoother than those of the previous NPR

outer tube extrusions. Cladding samples show that clad uniformity is

better and that the interface between inner zircaloy and uranium is much

smoother and shows a more regular pattern than those previously made. In

general_ it looks like the alpha extruded uranium texture in these billets

has greatly improved inner clad thickness characteristics, The extrusions

were within _+ I/2-mil of design nominal OD and ID.

On iI-23-59_ twelve KER inner tube extrusions were made at I_II, Concord,

Massachusetts. No evaluations of these tubes have been made as yet. In-

cluded in this extrusion run were billets of 16 and 18-in. core lengths.

This completes the length-to-diameter tests which can be run on NMIts press

since it was necessary to shorten dies and dummy blocks to extrude the 18-in.

billets, No mandrel or die brealcage was encountered during this run. Based

on the performance of the long billets, it is reasonable to assume that

production prototype billets of }_PR geometries can be used with the 3mall
diameter mandrels.

Evaluation of Tube Extrusions

NPR S ize
__ L, ,

Evaluation of the NPR outer tubes extruded at Adrian on 8-29-59 is

complete insofar as extruded dimensions ar_ concerned.

Clad Thickness

The clad thickness variations for these tubes was as follows:

Outer Clad

Nominal thickness 22.5 mils

Maximum clad thickness 28 "

}_inimum clad thickness 18 "

Overall variation for eight tubes measured nominal

clad thickness of 23 4- 5 mils.

Inner Cla_d

Nominal thickness 22.5 mils

, Maximum clad thickness 32,4 "

Minimum clad thickness 5,0 "

' li ( ECLASSIFIED
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This clad thickness variation is extremely poor. The factors

contributing to this are thought to be the following:

(I) improper uranium texture

(2) improper lubrication techniques

(3) possible mate_-ial flaws in copper and/or zircaloy.

KER Size

Evaluation of the I_ER inner tubes extruded -t }]MI on 8-31-59 are con-

sidered complete insofar as extruded dimensions are concerned.

Clad Thicl:ness Outer Clad

Nominal thickness 22.5 mils

_aximum thic1¢ness 27.5 "

Minimum thickness 17.5 "

Average thichness 22.5 -+ 5 mils

Clad Thickness Inner Clad

Nominal thickness 22.5 mils

l,lax imum thichness 30 "

liinimum thickness ii "

Again the inner clad variation is very poor; insofa:- as can be

determined the Same problems exist with this material as with the
NPR outer tubes,

Beta Heat Treating

The first attempts to induction beta heat treat 3-ft. long pieces in a vertical

scanner at Magnethermic Lorporation disclosed many problems. Basically,

these problems were conc:e_'ned with the measure of temperature and the control

of scanning speed.

The thermocouple problem has been resolved to the following:

I. During shipment to Magnethermic, the bottoms of the thermocouple holes

became oxidized. Unless this oxide was scraped out to expose a fresh

uranium metal surface_ low temperatures were read (i.e. lower than the

true temperature).

2. During heating, the bottom of the hole in the uranium oxidizes if the

hole is shallow. The holes in question were drilled to the told-wall.

If pieces are to be reheated, the holes must be cleaned of oxide
. between runs.
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3. The 304 SS sheath on clad thermocouples undergoes progressive oxidation

and accurate readings require that the thermocouple tips be regularly

cleaned with emery paper.

4. The sheath on one thermocouple cuts an insig_ificantly small anLount of
flux. Thus induction heating of one thermocouple is not a problem.

' However, data indicated that six thermocouples in a tightly bound bundle

can be appreciably induction heated. Thus, ther_nocouples must be
physically separated to minimize mutual conduction and induction.

The control of scanning speed has been resolved to the followin_:

I. The DC motor that ic geared tl_rough a gear reducer to a pinion that

moves the rack (and imparts linear motion, i.e. scans) was not suitable.

By improper choice of gearing ratios, the motor is not operating under

high enough speed to insure unifo_m_ speed.

Unresolved proSlems in the scanning mechanism are:

i. The precision of the machining of teeth on both the rack and pinion.

2. Friction losses and variable binding of the cross head wiah the vertical

support columns. A puzzling observation was that with no other changes
than the weight of tl_eworkpiece, the scanning rate was directly pro-

portional to the weight of the workpiece.

Recognizing the aforegoin_ problems and having made modification to the

equipment, the test work will resume on December 9, 1959.

Fuel Element Closure

Powder lletal Closure

Six NPR outer tube closures were produced at G.E. Metallurgical Products

Departme'_t usin_ zircaloy-2 hydride. Ali closures were made at 800°C

with pressures varying from 500 PSI for one-half hour to 3,000 PSI for
four hours. A closure was attempted at 5,000 PSI, but the die broke.

Even though failure occurred as the 5,000 PSI was applied to the compact,

a good bond was produced, but there was some porosity in the compact.
Considerable thickening of the clad-to-core bonding occurred. The
closure made at 500 PSI and one-half hour produced a granular closure

in which there _;as a cementing of the granules to one another and to
the counterbore of the fuel element. An excellent closure was made

at 2,000 PSI for two hours, producing a continuous bond between the

powder compact, cladding and uranium core. Grain size in the cladding
| was increased to about five grains for the cladding thickness. The

cladding-to-core bond was increased by a factor of ten.



Upon receipt of the prepared specimen from the l,_etallurgical Products

Department (Carboloy), a complete metallurgical study will be made of

. them to detelnnine the feasibility of the process. The estimated time

to produce a closure by the hydride process is approximately four hours
per cycle.

Pressure Bonding - High Pressure Autoclave Method

Four specimens were received from Westinghouse on 11-24-59. They were
prepared by inserting zircaloy-2 rings in the counterbored end of the

tube and making closure welds with the Zeiss electron beam welding

process. Two of the pieces were processed at I0,000 PSI, 649°C for

six hours, producing a very sparse, spotty bond between the insert and

the cladding and core. There is a very slight thickening of the clad-
to-core bond. The second two pieces were processed at i0,000 PSI,

843°C, for four hours, producing a very sparse, spotty bond between

the insert and the cladding And core. There is an appreciable thicken-

ing of the clad-to-core bond. Bonds made by both methods fractured

cleanly very easily. A complete metallurgical study is being made of
of the specimen.

Explosion Welding

The stainless steel welded specimens were received from National Northern

on 11-19-59. One of the specimens had over fifty per cent of the totali
area tightly bonded. Most of the pieces had from none to very small

• areas bonded. The main problems encountered were bonding the ring to

the core without vaporizing the cladding and producing a continuous

uniform bond around the closure. On the basis of the results obtained

with these specimens, no further work Lis planned with explosive welding
until the process is better developed.

Aitmospheric Argon Shieldeld Welding

The final design of the shield has been installed and repetitively pro-
duces welds that show no evidence of white corrosion products after 72

hour autoclave tests. Specimens of both outer and inner NPR tubing have
been welded by this method and corrosion tested with no evidence of

white corrosion. The process requires a prepurge of fifteen seconds
at a flow of fifteen cubic feet per hour of argon, fifteen cubic feet

per hour with welding, and a post-purge of fifteen cubic feet per hour
for one minute. A welding _echnique of 40 amperes at 3 to 4 RI_! is

commonly used, but a technique of 150 amperes and 15 _Rl_i has been

tested. The latter technique is very fast, but appears to be feasible.

A minimum Cycle time of two and one-half mlnutes per fuel element end

appears feasible. Th_s is an unbonded closure.

I " DECLASSIFIE]
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qounterbore Cleaning for Welding

. Temporary equipment has been set up for counterbore etching of co-
extruded t,fl_ularsections in the copper etching facility, 306 AISi

cleaning pilot line. After chemical milling, the counterbore recesses

, are coated with chemical deposits which must be removed prior to
welding. A process involving a sequence of nitric acid and nitric

acid-hydroflouric acid rinses and water rinses has been establishe!!'
which produces a surface sufficiently clean and bright to produce

very good welds,

EEqu ipment

Tungsten Inert Gas Welding

A new heliarc welding torch was fabricated to use on a D. C. power

supply to weld NPR type fuel elements.

This assembly has a 3-i/2-in. glas shield which inserts into a 4-in.

ID by 4-in. high aluminum ring to shield the fuel element. A polythene
ring rests on the top of the aluminum ring, and travels with the

movement of the torch. This ring acts as a gas seal while the weld

is being made.

The diffusing of the inert gas is done by a fine screen in the inlet

fitting, and then another fine screen that covers the entire area

where the gas enters the glass shield. Several dlfferent mesh screens
were made in an effort to tell what mesh was best suited for the job.

It was found that a fine screen made the best looking weld.

The H.W. 18 heliarc toller body and collets were used for the electrode

holders. These are air cooled and have no gas purging. There are two

eie___rode holders on the torch assembly. This was done in order to be
abl to make either the inner tube or the outer tube weld.

lleliarc-Electron Beam Welder_

The complete unit is in satisfactory operating condition. •Since

satisfactory use of the atmospheric welding unit has begun, the use
of this unit for welding single pieces has been discontinued as the

cycle time is slow and uses one-seventh of a cylinder of argon to

fill the chamber. Two 3-ft. long NPR fuel element assemblies, two

inner and outer tubes, have been closed by the electron beam method

and autoclave tested. They show no evidence of white oxide in the
weld area. These are unbonded closures.
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Electron Beam Welder Cathode

, A plug-in type cathode that produces satisfactory operation up to
125 milliamperes has been developed and'protot)_pe tested. Additional

units are on order for regular use_

Vapor Blast

The coextrusion pilot plant vapor blast machine has become critical
in the coextrusion program since it is the only equipment in FPD and
}ILOwhich can blast internal surface of tubes, Its care and use

must be controlled to assure operability and good performance. To

this end; a procedure hat,been established which limits operation to

thoroughly trained operating personnel in both }{L0 and FPD. Also,
routine maintenance care has been set up wi_h Manufacturing Maintenance.

Critical spare parts have been placed on requisition.

Au tocIave

A recent test was completed at designed operating temperatures and

pressure without leakage or other indication of equipment failure or

improper behavior. An autoclave rack for coextruded fuel elements
has been designed and is in the shop for fabrication.

| C.,],.4
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Process Fuel Elem,en,.t .Test!n_

External Bond T_st

In order to obtain more definitive data by which bond integrity may b_
correlated with in-reactor performance, circuit modifications have been
developed, and successfully applied to the 306 Testers, which auto-.
matically registers and prints total count. The equipment logs ths out-
put of both the external and internal tests, _d provides a record ident-
ification of pieces rejected under the presently used cotmt-rate measure-
ment. Pl_s are to apply the equipment to the production testers in the
near future.

IntBrnal Bond Test

Evaluation studies of probes supported by fiber glass shafts are in

progresso

External Penetration Test

Effort is being msre to initially equip one tester with an improved exterrml
tape head. Troubles recently encountered with the servo units now in
use, coupled with the favorable performance demonstrated by the new tape
head in 306 Building, Imve prompted this action.

Bare Core Station

Performance of the prototype Bare Core Test Station under almost continuous
use has been satisfactory. A potential trom:olespot in the equipment, now
designed "outv'of the production models, was revealed by malfunctions
which were traced to a set of electrical contacts which had become dirty with
U.S_,,

NPRand C.at._or_ II Fue! ,El,_ent Tes_t_:n_

The I_2RTest Station is ne_rlng completion. The tank has been extended to
provide for internal inspection of tubular elements, an8 the electronic
equipment has been energized with the long cable lengths required by the
traveling test head. Troubles unexpectedly encountered with this operation
appear to be successfully eliminated by the use of low capacitance cables.
A '%railer" arrangement which follows the test head and supports the in-
ternal probe has been completed and made operational. Internal inspection
will be immediately initiated with the completion of internal probe now

' being assembled.
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I Tests being made to establish the most desirable manner of inspecting. uranium billets before extrusion. Results to date indicate that the
direct contact method may be the most conve_ent.

New Methods Development

Bare Core Station

One complete Bare Core Station is in the laboratory undergoing check-out.
lt is anticipated that this station will be operational during the second
w_k in December. The inability of a vendor to deliver a critical
electronic component in the time alloted has n_cessitated some design
changersin the production models.

Operation of the prototype equipment in 313 Building continues to be
satisfactory. At present the equipment is testing additive dingot
material cn a two shift basis. About four percent of the present material
has be_n rojected for excessively large grains; the number of fin@ grain
r_j_cts has been negligible.

Evaluation studies of the data logging portions of the equipment are
continuing. Data obtained from ssmple lots have been transposed from
tap_ to po_ch cards, and automatically sorted with equipment available on
plant° Greater emphasis will be placed on this phase of the program as

i the more pressing demands of completing the production stations are met.
4

Lamb Wave Testin_

Past attempts to apply Lamb waves in practice have been limited by the in-
herBnt s_nsitivity with which the method responds to flaw depth. Theoret-
ical and e_rimental result_ have shown that with any given testing
arrangements modos are established only in discrete values of metal
thickness. Thus, tests performed on defects positioned in the work piece
at other than certain depths were invalid.

This difficulty appears to have been overcome by techniques employing wide
band transducers and electronic circuitry. With this method, tests made on

samples ranging in thickness from 0.020 inches to 0.080 inches in 0.002
inch incraments_ have shown that signals response is practically independ-

i ent of p]at_ thickness.

i The applicability of these developments to the inspection of fuel element
l bond integrity has been studied. Lamb wave '_ps" of partially bonded

elements have been obtained and compared with similar maps obtained with

I the pulse-echo method now in production _e. In general, the results

correlate exception_lly weil, although certain defect areas have been
encountered which were more clearly resolved by the Lamb wave method. The
relative ad_antages of the Lamb wastemethod is being determined by further

. investigations.



Customer Work

Resin Level Detector

The work on the Resin Level Detector has been completed. A report describ-
ing the instrument is being prepared.

T__estsof PRTR Elements

The routine inspection of PRTR elements and tubing has continued thro1_h-
out the month.

Po st Irradiation Studies

Pr_llmlnary plans have been formulated,for providing assis±ance in setting
up equipm,nt for the detection of internal cracks in irradiated elements.
Plans have also been outlined for dete_nining the effect of irradiation

on bond integrity by '_apping" elements before and after irradiation.

ADVANCED ENGINEERING

Hanford Test Reactor

Routine testing continued without incident throughout the month. Twelve
sets of special alloyed dingot fuel elements having various chemical compositions
were tested for Mallinckrodt. 'lhcresults showed little significant differences
between samples but must be verified by testing larger lots. A special test was
conducted for !PD to measure the relative absorber effectiveness of several new

process water chemical corrosion inhibitors. Special tests were run on seve_al
sets of "0" size I&E which had small amounts of nickel introduced in various

stages of canning. The work is part of a PWR which Process Engineering is con-
ducting and the effect on a 105 reactor was desired. The .largesteffect was
found to cost a 105 fully loaded with this material about 15 hours reactivity.

Fuel Element Zhermal Stresses

Work is underway by Testing Methods, FPD, to modify 105 "C_ Basin bond tester
to enable post irradiation testing the enriched fuel P.T. at 105-B for the
presence of core cracks. The tester should be ready by the end of December.

A__s._metricalPower Measurement in Irradiated Fuel

A program is being worked out to develop a device which will detect the presence
of asymetrical radial power operation at diametrically opposite points of
irradiated I&E fuel elements. The test in its final design could rapidly and non-
destructively test many irradiated elen_nts.

The test could readily be adapted to other geometry of fuels.
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DESIGN & PROJ]_CTS .., _.i,, ,_i.... i.,,,

CGF-810 - 306 Pilot Pl_nt Modification

The high pressure autoclave installation has been completed and the autoclave is

ready for use. Some modifications will probably be made as operational experience
0 is required

The extrusion press base plate was shipped on November 27. The tie rods and platen

were shipped November 20. Remaining parts will be shipped immediately.

CAF-847 - New Fuel Cladding Facili___Z

Ali concrete has been poured. Concrete over which press parts must be moved will
have at least three weeks of curing time by the time heavy parts must be moved

across it o Installation work has started on the lighting, power, and press

room partition° Detail design of component cleaning and billet assembly

equipment is approximately 50_ complete. The outside utilities contractor has
started _onstruction work.

Mi scells_ueous

Studies have been started on the compressed air system expansion, and 300 area

emergency power requirements.

DRAFTING & FILES

Major Jobs in Draftin_

306 Building: Floor' Plan as-built

313 Building: I&E Test Tank - Arrangements & Details-
Revisions (many)

Water Mixer Welder

Fuel Element Buffer

333 Building: Billet Assembly and Welding Fixture
Billet & Tooling Designs - (large group of

tracings )

Conduit and Trenches

Chemical Bay Equipment - Ts_nks and Piping

Miscellaneous: 300 Area Buildings - Floor Plan as-builts
300 Area Maps - as-builts

Drawings Produced

New 74

Revisions 84
' Small Charts 2

Large Charts 1
° Mi scellaneous 32

.__ef - 1_ngineering

_i "
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FINANCIAL SECTION

The midyear- review of the Plant Acquisition and Construction Budget was completed
on schedule and tranmnitted to Contract Accounting Operation by letter of

November 23_ 1959.

Review of _he proposed FPD directive policy covering authorization of work

assigned to J. A. Jones was completed. The OPG is now being finalized for
issuance.

Operating components were furnished criteria for capitalizing minor items of
work. Instances have been noted where difficulties have been encountered in

this regard and the criteria furnished appear to be of definite benefit.

An anaiysis _f planned equipment expenditures was completed in November. Full

_ iiizaTion cf the $686,000 Financial Plan is contemplated.

_h_enzy 3even HAPO-wide OPGs were issued during the month. Of this m_nber, five

were ©r_aniza+_icn; 8 were Relations_ and 14 were Property Management Guides.
Approximately 50_ of the new HAP0-wide guides have now been incorporated into the

Departm_nt system.

A repc,rt cn the audit of frozen lunches was issued covering procurement, custody,

disbursement_ and accounting for frozen lunches in the 300 Area. A number of
recommendations were made_ nearly all of which have been adopted.

Addi±ional study was given to an instrument calibration scheduling procedure which
w_,uld be:largely mechanized yet not require main computer programming or operating

+_ime. One cf several possible arrangements using only punched card auxiliary

equipment will be decided upon.

The se_-,nd FPD Introduction to Finance seminar was completed. Fourteen non-

financial employees participated in the eight week course which was conducted

by a total of eleven members of the Financial Section.

New procedures are being established for notifying servicing components of over-

runs cn w:-rK orders. Under the present procedure, Data Processing prepares a

separate run indicating work orders which are overman; however 3 the same information
which appears c,nthe overrun report, also appears on the weekly work o_er cost-to

date run. The new procedure calls for extracting work-order overI_n information

from the weekly cost-to-date, thereby eliminating the overrun IBM run. This will

_ave approximately $]..50monthly. Other advantages to be gained by utilizing the

new procedure are:

(1) Data Processing savings of one-half hour running time,

_'12) Better conzrol and follow-up on overrun work orders, and

" (3) More consistent procedures in processing overruns on a HAPO-wide basis.
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Several meetings were held with various Department operating foremen to develop

more efficient and timely methods of processing documents which affect the weekly

w_Jrk crder cost-to-date run.

Information was compiled for the Department's annual appraisal, the General

Manager's CY 1959 business review, and goals for CY 1960.

Am analysis was made of budgeted charges to the HAPO General Overhead pool. Com-

par!son was also made between the level of FPD charges to the pool before and
after adoption of responsibility reporting by the Department.

At th_ request of the Commission, a study was made to determine the loss incurred

cn the reject Hunter-Douglass production. The loss, valued at $42,313, includes

stripping and recanning and the cancellation of the purchase o_xler.

A _)mparlsTm was made of SRO and HAPO 300 Area production cost for the nine-month

p-_riod ended September 30, ]-959. Comparison of the principal product for the two

_:i_u+s was made _n the following basis: piece, weight, and contbibution to

plut...niumcc.st, Results were as follows:

Piece basis - FPD Unit Cost was 69_ of SRO

Weight basis - FPD Unit Cost was 36% of SRO
C<_ntribution to plutonium cost - _D Unit Cost was 61% of SR0

WS Roe :mh
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PLANT FACILZTZ_S0_Pa.TION

NOVEMBER1959

GENERAL

Two buildings were removed from the Department facilities. Building 3734-C was

demolished by off-site forces to prepare the site for the New Fuel Cladding

Facility° Building 3701 was released for saleo

Revisions to the 300 Area parking lot were completed and accepted on Nov° 30,

1959o

DUPLICATING

Process No. of Impressions

Multi!ith 907.9672

Verifax 6,187

0zalid 12_ 125
Total 925_,9

This is the largest ntunber of impressions produced in a month by this facility.

It was the result of completing 5 Formal Reports and working two days overtime

to Work off a collating backlog.

UTILITIES

Star isti cs Novembe r October

Average steam generated (M ibs/hr) 74 42

M_ximum steam generated (M lbs/hr) 120 74
Total steam generated (M ibs) 53,638 31,525

Coal consumed (Tons) 2,598.84 1,636.78

Evaporation rate (steam/#coal) 10o 3 9.63

Efficiency - Actual 67.8_ 64._
Efficiency - Theoretical 72. B_ 69.4_

NO o of boilers on: 3 4 5 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 2 1 2

Date of change • 1 4 6 7 8 ll 12 15 16 19 20 23 05

Sanitary water from 3000 Area (Million Gals° ) 74.55 80.13

Total water from 3000 Area (average rate GPM) l,726 l, 795

Total water from #3 and #4 Wells (Million Gals. ) 13.52 13.76

Total water from #2 well (M Gals) .30 .30

Peak water consumption for 24 hours (Million Gals.) 2.7 3.1

' Corrective action for the sand problem in the October report has been initiated.

A Request for Appropriation has been approved for the installation of sand
separators In the water system.
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U ILm S(c0nlmmD)

Considerable difficulty has been experienced with Roslyn coal. This material
refuses to flow properly out of the bunkers _nd stokers'. This flow problem

necessitates increased attention on the part of operating personnel.

The maximum steam generated (120 M lbs/hr) is the highest ever reached in 300

Area° This amount is 60_ of rated capacity; however, it is llO_ of capacity

prior to the recent powerhouse expansion. The additional capacity was com-
pleted in time to meet the need+

IN_[ENTIONS

All personnel in the. Operation engaged in work which might lead to inventions

and discoveries advised that to the best of their knowledge none were made in

the course of work d,:ring November 1959°

SA_TY:, SECURITY AND RADIATION EXPERIENCE

Medical Treatment Injuries 21

Frequenc_ Rate 4°49
Disabling Injuries 0
Serious Accidents 2 *

J

_.Copies of Safety Investigations (Nos. FPD-59-7, 11/16/59 and FPD-59-8,

i1/25/59) are on file with the HAPO and HOO-AEC Health and Safety
Offices°

There were no Security Violations or Radiation Incidents reported.

MEETINGS

Round Table-Staff 21

Safe_ty and Security 15
Information 7

Manager

Plant Facilities Operation

E° Hilgeman: JPF _akm
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RELATIONS PI_ACTICESOPERATION
NOVEMBER, 1959

(

EMPLOYMENT

Personnel Added: 7 Removed: 9

Reduction of force by FPD: 0 by seniority bumping: 1

Upgrades _ithin FPD: 7 Transfer requests active at month end: 65

Procurement: Offers 5; Interviews 5; Requests for personnel 7;

Transfers (all) 16

Perfect attendance recognition awards: l0

Service Pins: ten year 0_ five year 12

HEALTH AND SAFETY

November, .].959 October, 1959.

Disabling Injuries 0 0
Serious Accidents 2 1
Medical Treatment 48 54
Medical Treatment Frequency 4.06 4.35

'l_nerewere 48 injuries reported by Department personnel during November.
Tventy-five were sustained to the hands, and two were caused by windblown
particles entering eyes.

Forty-four facilities were inspected during the month. Unsafe conditions
and practices noted were given prompt attention.

Progr_n

The ladder inspection, storage and identification program for 300 Area was
put into effect. Mechanical Crafts and Service Operation will provide
inspection and repair service to all area components.

Revisions to the parking lot for 300 Area employees have been completed as
planned.

A second request has been made of AEC through Security & Patrol, for approval
to remove a portion of the Richland Barricade so that a safer traffic flow
pattern can be established for vehiclesexiting from the plant area.

A draft of a revised 300 Area Evacuation Plan has been completed.

The seventh and last of a series of hand protection safety topics was
distributed to supervision during November. Audit indicates an improvement

J in total hand injuries during _he campaign.

F-1
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EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION

Suggestion Plan Participation

November,1959 year to Date

Eligible employees 588 580
FPD suggestions receiv,._d 50 406
Annualized rate per 100t _ligible employees 1,020 762
No. of suggestions adopted 22 154
Net ann_:1 saving $6_495 $66_262
Amo,mlto+_,_w_ras $ 895 $ 5,780
Percent Oi''totalawards to savings 13.8 8.7
Average amount of awards $ 40.68 $ 37.53

G_

Security Violations in the Department this month: 0

Manager, Relations Practices

EWMcCullu_h:mb
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